ISA New Orleans Section Presents
a Special Lecture from the Author
of the book “Steam Coffin”

Historian and author John Laurence Busch will attempt to re-calibrate your mind before showing why the proposition of making the first crossing of the Atlantic Ocean on a "steamship" was met with a mixture of skepticism and fear. Then he will show how Captain Rogers addressed those fears, by designing a new kind of steam vessel, capable of overcoming the dangers of the deep.

When: Tuesday, March 13, 2018 – 12:00 – 1:00 pm

Where: Engineering Building Auditorium

The Savannah is more than a “steamship.” She is the first example of globalized high technology in history.

Students may attend at no charge. Lunch will be provided. Attendees will earn 1.0 PDH. Seating in limited. Registration is required to attend.

www.steamcoffin.com